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ABSTRACT
Specification and Validation of
Reading Skills Hierarchies
February 1979
Mary Lyn Bourque, A.B., Emmanuel College
M.Ed., Boston College, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Ronald K. Hambleton
There is a growing concern among practitioners and
academicians alike for the numbers of elementary and
secondary school pupils who are unable to read and com-
pute at the termination of their school experiences. This
concern has sparked a growing interest in instructional and
measurement systems research. One topic which is of
particular interest is that of learning hierarchies in
reading and language arts. Learning hierarchies have been
the structure of basal programs as well as reading manage-
ment systems for a number of years. However, one of the
weak aspects of both is the lack of research which focuses
on the specification and validation of such hierarchies.
The purpose of this study is to compare two empirical
methodologies for establishing hierarchical relationships,
viz., the Dayton and Macready model (1976), and the White
and Clark procedure (1973), with an a priori hierarchy
established by content area specialists.
Eight phonics skills and eight structural analysis
skills were selected from the test battery, The Reading
Skills Inventovy: A Criterion-Referenaed Assessment
(Hambleton, 1975).
In order to establish an a priori hierarchy based on
the judgment of experts in the field of reading a sample
of 23 content specialists was asked to respond to a pair-
wise comparison task. Each respondent examined 56 pairs
of objectives resulting from two 8-objective clusters:
one cluster of phonics skills, and a second of structural
analysis skills. The resulting hierarchies were then
compared to those produced using empirical data based on
the administration of four criterion-referenced test levels
to approximately 14,000 elementary school children in an
urban setting.
Initially the Dayton and Macready model for specifying
a hierarchy utilizing a maximum likelihood solution was
applied. Secondly, the White and Clark procedure, a pair-
wise comparison method having a "test of inclusion" signi-
ficance test, was applied. This procedure can accommodate
multi-item data-sets for each objective in the hierarchy,
and, as a result, can estimate the probability of a ran-
domly selected examinee having answered zero, or one or
more items correctly for any objective-pair.
Hierarchy specification by content experts revealed
an overwhelming lack of agreement among reading special-
ists on the hierarchical relationships among reading
skills and objectives. In part, this is due to the lack
of clarity and preciseness of articulating reading ob-
jectives in behavioral terms.
Specification of the hierarchies based on empirical
data via either probabilistic model produced more stable
results. Several critical problems were identified in
using both models, and solutions are proposed.
The results of the study indicate that it is quite
possible to specify and validate hierarchical relation-
ships. First, validated hierarchical patterns among
reading skills should result in improved instructional
sequences. If prior acquisition of certain skills is
necessary to the posterior acquisition of alternate skills
then proper curriculum sequencing becomes critical in the
instructional design process. Secondly, validated hier-
archies should allow for more efficient and effective
diagnosis and prescription. This is particularly important
when the practitioner in reading is faced with the problems
of remediation. Finally, hierarchical relationships among
instructional objectives should foster the development of
tailored testing programs as well as improve more forma-
tive pupil evaluation procedures.
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C fi A P T E R I
INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Background
The most recent headlines in the national news reveal
that College Board SAT scores are down again this year.
Verbal score declined 14 points confirming the adage that
"Johnny still can't read," and suggesting that perhaps
Johnny is becoming more illiterate with each succeeding
generation. Blue ribbon panels are commissioned with
great regularity to investigate the illiteracy problem,
only to find that the results of such research merely
diagnose in greater detail the symptoms of a "national
disease." And so the great debate over why all this is
true and how schools can and should make a difference goes
on
.
In an effort to solve the illiteracy problem psychol-
ogists have diagnosed, analyzed, synthesized and evaluated
the learning process, while specialists have tried to
apply this theory to the process called reading.
Each decade sees a new instructional panacea.
Competing methodologies have emerged, out of which systems
of teacher-traini ng and staff development have evolved.
A cursory review of the IRA Annual Convention Program
1
2would reveal great diversity of both philosophy and
technique in the teaching of reading. However, despite
such diversity, there appears to be one common practice
that has survived, and indeed, been perpetuated through-
out the debate: that the reading process is a series of
sequential and ordered learning tasks forming a hier-
archy, and that within the reading hierarchy there is
a positive transfer of learning from lower level tasks
to higher level tasks.
Publishers of reading text books have capitalized
on this assumption by offering the consumer reading
series that are designed to unfold the reading hierarchy
in a methodical way. These are called basal readers and
are used almost universally to pace the learner through
a series of hierarchical tasks ranging from readiness
skills to decoding and structural analysis skills. Pub-
lishers of norm-referenced achievement tests have
paralleled the basal text approach. Lower levels of
reading achievement tests are designed to measure primarily
readiness skills, while a content analysis of upper test
levels reveals an emphasis on higher order decoding and
comprehension skills. Progression from simple tasks to
more complex ones is intuitively appealing and is a
reflection of reality in many instances of both formal
and informal learning. The works of Piaget and Gessel
attest to that fact. However, whether the notion of
3developmental learning can be 'general i zed to the field
of reading is a serious question that has yet to be
answered
.
1 . 2 Purpose of the Study
Because the issue of sequencing reading skills is
a critical one having serious implications for both the
theoretician and the practitioner, this study has
focused on the feasibility of specifying and validating
such hierarchies using several alternate methodologies.
Specifically, the purpose of this study was three-
fold:
1. To establish, using empirical test data, whether
or not a hierarchy exists among selected reading skills;
2. To establish the direction of the hierarchy and
the strength of the relationship among the component
reading skills;
3. To compare" several empirical methodologies for
establishing hierarchical relationships.
This study was limited to the empirical mode of
establishing and validating a reading hierarchy among
selected, low-level decoding skills. When a hierarchy
was found to exist, the study pursued a more detailed
analysis of the hierarchy. That is, an attempt was made
to establish the direction and strength of the relation-
ship among the component skills suggested by the data.
4Finally, various psychometric methodologies for validat-
ing learning hi erarchies were compared and the advantages
and disadvantages of each approach where possible were
pointed out.
Hierarchies are usually established and validated
in one of three ways or combinations thereof. First an
a priori ordering can be generated. In the case of
reading, this type of ordering is usually arrived at
deductively based on reading theory. The basal reader
and reading achievement tests are probably the best
examples of this type of ordering. One of the initial
test-development procedures involves a thorough examina-
tion of the major reading series for common behavioral
content and sequence. Normally this scope and sequence
has been arrived at through the collective judgment of
professionals in the field of reading. In many instances
the ordering is subsequently verified by the reading
practitioner.
A second approach to generating reading hierarchies
utilizes psychometric data and is classified as empirical.
This type of ordering is usually based on test data and
is confirmatory in nature. That is, an existing a priori
ordering is measured using appropriately generated and
sampled item-sets. The data are expected to be con-
firmatory of the hierarchy.
5Finally, a third approach can be classified as ex-
perimental. That is, given an existing (or hypothesized)
a priori ordering, an instructional unit is designed to
teach to the hierarchy. Subjects are then tested on a
pre/post instructional basis for skill acquisition in the
hierarchy; hierarchical relationships are then established.
1 . 3 Educational Significance of the Study
The dynamics of the reading process is a very complex
and yet unsolved mystery of the human mind. During this
century there have been landmark contributions to a vast
field of literature and theory in the works of Huey (1908),
Neisser (1967) and others. Wolf (1977) has pointed out
that only recently, however, has the concept and definition
of reading been expanded beyond the conventional under-
standing of decoding the written word. Reading research
is now redirecting its efforts and focusing on the
psychological processes involved: memory storage, systems
of attention and bilateral perception. This in turn has
triggered a closer scrutiny of reading instruction and
student performance. The criterion-referenced assessment
movement has also had its impact on reading research.
The design of reading instruction has become objective-
based as has the accompanying testing programs. However,
much of the research in objective-based programs has
depended on hierarchies in areas other than the field of
6reading. This is in part due to the fact that other
disciplines such as mathematics and science more easily
lend themselves to decomposition into discrete learning
units called objectives. Therefore, one of the primary
contributions of this study was to explore the general-
izability of learning hierarchy theory to the area of
reading and the applicability of several psychometric
techniques for validating such a hierarchy. It is hoped
that the results of the study will contribute to the
field of instructional design insofar as validated hier-
archical relationships can be useful in packaging
instructional units in reading. Concomitantly, criterion-
referenced reading testing programs could be significantly
streamlined if empirical evidence was available on the
hierarchical structure of ob jecti ve- based reading programs.
CHAPTER I I
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
2 • 1 Theoretical Considerations in
Criterion-Referenced Measurement
This literature review will be developed in two
parts. Section 2.1 will deal with some general aspects,
theoretical considerations, in criterion-referenced
measurement. Because this section is merely background
against which to set the real issue, viz., hierarchy
validation, no attempt is made to present a complete and
thorough exposition of the topics included. Section 2.2,
however, will present an in-depth review of the method-
ological issues relevant to learning hierarchy specifi-
cation and validation.
2.1.1 Types of Hierarchies
When examining learning hierarchies it is possible to
identify four primary types of ordering among the com-
ponents: (a) completely ordered, (b) completely independent
or unordered, (c) weakly ordered, and (d) mixed ordering
(combinations of a, b and c). Each of these four primary
types can be either strictly linear or branching. Gagne
(1970) defines a learning hierarchy as ". . . an entire
7
8set of capabilities having an ordered relation to each
other (in the sense that in each case prerequisite
capabilities are presented as subordinate in position,
indicating that they need to be previously learned).
.
(p. 238). Baker and Hubert (1977) have defined completely
ordered components of a hierarchy as equivalent: that is,
O-j must be passed in order to pass Oj and conversely.
A learning hierarchy which has completely unordered
or independent elements assumes no interrelationship
among them. In other words, mastery of one skill is
totally independent of mastery of the other skill. Such
a relationship might exist, let us say, between two
mathematics skills such as solving a quadratic equation
and finding the area of a two-dimensional figure.
Weak ordering among elements in a hierarchy is de-
fined as prerequisite ordering by Baker and Hubert (1977).
That is, such a relationship among any given pair of
elements facilitates learning of the higher skill if
mastery of lower skill obtains. Gagne (1970) discusses
this type of ordering in terms of facilitating the
transfer of learning from the lower-order skill to the
higher-order skill.
A mixed system involves a combination of one or more
of the primary types. Figure 1 provides the reader with
a graphical display of these four types of ordering.
9(c) WEAKLY ORDERED,
LINEAR
(d) MIXED SYSTEM,
BRANCHING
<4 ^ Mutual dependence
^ Prerequisite dependence
^ Faci 1 i tati ng
Figure 1. Examples of the four primary types of
both linear and branching hierarchies.
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2.1.2 Reliability of Test
Item Scores
One of the major problems in hierarchy specification
and validation is attaining precision in measuring whether
or not an examinee has mastered the objectives in the
hierarchy. All of the validation methodologies are highly
contingent upon reliable assessments of mastery. There-
fore, the researcher must ask the question, "If the
measurement is not perfectly reliable, how many items are
necessary in order to approach 'good' reliability"?
First, let us dispense with the ideal situation of "per-
fectly" reliable items. If this is the case, then one
item per objective is both the necessary and sufficient
condition for judging mastery on each objective. Normally,
however, the ideal does not prevail. This precipitates
a problem immediately, since most of the hierarchy vali-
dation procedures are designed to use one item per
objective to assess mastery. It is possible, however, to
use a multi-item average score, or to make a systematic
or random selection of items for each objective.
2.1.3 Cutting Scores
Assuming that items are not perfectly reliable, and
also assuming that multi-item measures of each objective
in the hierarchy are more desirable than single-item
measures, the question is what should the cutting scores
be which determine the master/non-master decision?
nSetting standards is a complex process and there are
any number of ways in which a solution can be generated.
However, all of the methods for determining cutting
scores have one aspect in common: they all involve human
judgment. In other words, although the procedures may
be quite technical or sophisticated, in the final analysis
it becomes an arbitrary decision about what constitutes
mastery and what does not.
The preceding section constitutes merely general
background against which the primary focus of this review
is set. The remaining section will provide the reader
with a detailed analysis of the technology of hierarchy
specification and validation.
2 . 2 Methodological Considerations in
Validating Learning Hierarchies
There have been many significant contributions to
the literature on hierarchy specification and validation
over the past two decades. This discussion will review
the major published studies, focusing on the techniques
employed, the inherent weaknesses in the methodologies
if any, and the primary results which catalyzed further
research. Because the similarities and differences among
the methods can be subtle. Table 1 displays an abridged
review of each method discussed, with the hope that the
reader may find it helpful.
Table 1
12
An Abridged Review of Hierarchy Validation Methodologies. 1961 - 1977
Author Statistical Techniques Employed Weaknesses in the Model
Gagne and
Paradise
1961
PROPORTION OF POSITIVE TRANSFER (PPT)
PP7 : (11) (00)
( 11 ) + ( 00 ) + ( 01 )
1. Unable to estimate errors of measure-
ment since there is only one item per
learning set.
2. Forgetting parameter not considered.
3. Inflated PPT index leads to invalid
connections in the hierarchy.
4. Lacks sampling distribution and thus,
genera 1 i zabi 1 i ty
.
Resnick and MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALOGRAM ANALYSIS
Wang (MSA)
1969
Rep =
(11 ) + ( 00 ) + ( 01 ) + ( 10 )
1. Tested hierarchy without any prior
i ns true t i on
.
2. Forgetting parameter not considered.
3. Unknown sequence of skill acquisition.
4 . Smal 1 sampi e size
5. MSA restricted to independent linear
scales.
6. Lacks sampling distribution and thus,
general i zabi 1 i ty
.
7. Unable to estimate errors of measure-
ment •
A i ras i a n
1 971
CONDITIONAL ITEM DIFFICULTY INDEX
where p^- = proportion who attain
expected response pattern
1. Highly dependent on item validity.
2. Sensitive to sequencing of instruction
3. Unable to estimate errors of iiieasure-
me n t
.
4. Forgetti ng/ guess i ng parameters omitted
Capie and Phi-correlation coefficient
Jones
1971
1. Estimations are highly dependent on
test validity and reliability.
2. Existence of a hierarchy must yield
high phi values; but high phi values
do not necessarily establish a
hierarchy.
Table 1 (contI nuert
)
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All thor
Walbessei and
Elscnhcrg
1 972
Bart, Airasian
and !< r u s
1973
White and
Clark
1973
Dayton and
Ma c rca dy
1976
Statistical Techniques tmployed Weaknesses In the Model
DEPtNDENCY TEST RATIOS; 1 . Errors of measurement suppress both
C/R and H/R.
Cons i s t ency
Ra t1 0
(11)
(11) (10)
2. N/R particularly sensitive to the
number of failures on the lest.
Adequacy
Ratio
.
^i2L,
(01) a (11)
3. Lacks qenera 1 i 1 1 ty
.
4. SuQgnsts Invalid connections
of high ratios.
because
Compi e tenes s
Ra t i 0
(11)
(11) (00)
5. Indies's measure how easy the
was for the examinees.
lest
Necessity
Ratio
(00)
(00) + (10)
Inverse
Cons i stency
Ratio
(00)
(00) + (01)
ORDERING-THEORETIC MODEL
Percent of di sconf 1 rma tory response
patterns (01) with pre-established
tolerance levels.
1. Limited to pairwise analysis,
2. Depends upon pre-established toler
anco levels for dealing with error
(deterministic rather than prob-
abilistic).
PROBABILISTIC MODEL 1. Valid connections may be rejected
if sample size is too large.
Estimates the probability that the
examinee will be classified in the (01) 2. Tests pairwise connections only.
cell, which is defined as the sum,
over the four possible groups, of an
examinee's probability of being in each
group (Pj,, P], Pjj, Pg), multiplied by
the conditional probability of members
of the group answering the relevant
number of items correctly:
P„ ' P (1-G )
On 0 b
o" a P
d
(1-e )’’9
a
n
d
+
«b> d-pj" p
n
c
MAXIMUM LIKLIHOOD MODEL 1. Limited to one item per skill.
A class of probabilistic models
employing maximum liklihood estimates:
'’(u) ' (u |v.) • 0_
where
P(u IV
-11,
I'll c;
rt.d-P.) '/!,
i i 1
1
where '*1 = guessing pa rame ter
and ' forgetting parameter
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2.2.1 Gagne and Co-workers
Gagne (1962) defined "knowledge" as that "inferred
capability which makes possible the successful performance
of a class of tasks that could not be performed before
the learning was undertaken" (p. 355). The order in which
the class of tasks is unfolded before the learner, or the
order in which the class of tasks is successfully mastered
by the learner becomes a critical issue for both the
curriculum and instructional planner as well as the
psychometrician. Gagne and his co-workers (Gagne, 1962,
1968; Gagne, Mayor, Garstens & Paradise, 1962; Gagne &
Paradise, 1961) addressed the problem of hierarchy vali-
dation with the primary question, "What must an individual
know or be able to do in order to achieve successful
«
performance on this class of tasks, assumi ng that he is
given instructions indicating the form of the desired
response and stimulus definitions?" (p. 4). Gagne's
model is based on the theory that the learner cannot
successfully perform a task higher in the hierarchy until
s/he has mastered each of the prerequisite lower tasks.
And so, beginning with the hypothesized highest task in
the hierarchy, the primary question is asked, and then
reiterated for each successive lower task. This process
is continued until one reaches a point where one can be
relatively certain of basic skill acquisition by the
population. Once the hypothesized hierarchy has been
15
structursd, dn i nstructi ondl unit is pr6pdr6d to todch
th6 skills. Upon complotion of instruction, oxamineos
can be divided into four categories:
1. Those who pass the higher skill and all lower
skills (11) .
2. Those who fail the higherskill and at least one
of the lower skills (00)
3. Those who fail the higher skill and pass at
least one of the lower skills (10)
4. Those who pass the higher skill and fail at
least one of the lower skills (01)
The categories described are represented graphically in
Figure 2.
HIGHER SKILL
Pass
LOWER
SKILL
Fail -
Fail Pass
10 11
00 01
Figure 2. A 2x2 matrix of the status of examinees
who pass or fail lower and higher skills
in the hierarchy.
Ideally, the 01 category should be the null set. That is,
if positive transfer of learning is operating then there
should be no examinees who would pass a higher order skill
but fail a lower order one. The index "proportion of
16
positive transfer” is the ratio of cells (11) + (00)
to cells (11) + (00) + (01). Quite obviously the ratio
approaches unity as cell (01) approaches zero. Also,
Gagne estimated that the values of the index at chance
level would be between .25 and .50 (Gagne & Paradise,
1961, p. 9). However, White (1973, p. 363) has demon-
strated that completely independent skills in a hierarchy
whose correlation is zero can achieve an index value of
.67, clearly above chance level by Gagne's definition.
White (1973) has also pointed out other weaknesses
in the model. First, only one item per skill was used
in the study. Consequently, it was not possible to
estimate the errors of measurement associated with the
exceptions to the hierarchy. Therefore, one is left in
a state of indecision relative to establishing whether or
not the observed exceptions reflect true deviations in
the hierarchy or chance error in the measurement of true
connections.
Secondly, the measurement of each skill was delayed
until completion of the instructional unit. This allowed
for forgetting effects to impact on the results. Pupils
could have learned both lower and higher skills and
forgotten the lower ones before testing occurred. This
would increase the freqeuncy count in the (01) cell thus
yielding lower indices which could invalidate true con-
nections in the hierarchy.
17
Thirdly, Gagne's model can lead to invalid connec-
tions in the hypothesized hierarchy. This occurs because
the nature of the model is one that is confirmatory.
That is, the "proportion positive transfer" index, which
may be spuriously high, can only confirm connections
which are postulated; it cannot suggest connections which
may have been overlooked.
Finally, since Gagne's method lacks a sampling distri-
bution, the general i zabi 1 i ty of the results is quite dubious.
There is no evidence that would indicate the variability of
the index from one sample to another.
2.2.2 Resnick and Wang
Several years later Resnick and Wang (1969) applied
the theory of Guttman scalogram analysis to the validation
of learning hierarchies. Their approach was fraught with
as many insoluble problems as was Gagne's. Guttman scales,
devised for quite dissimilar purposes, enjoy one unique
property: the "parallelogram pattern" of responses, which
is both the necessary and sufficient condition for a per-
fect scale. "The existence of such a 'perfect' scale,
or an acceptable approximation to it, is taken to confirm
the existence of a behavior hierarchy" (Resnick & Wang,
1969, p. 17). The statistical test employed was the
conventional coefficient of reproducibility.
Rep = 1 -
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( 01 )
( 11 ) + ( 00 ) + ( 01 ) + ( 10 )
where the fraction is simply the ratio of the number of
errors to the total number of responses. Conceptually,
the coefficient of reproducibility is really a measure of
the degree to which the scale in question approaches the
perfect Guttman scale. The Guttman coefficient used here
is quite different from Gagne's statistic insofar as the
coefficient of reproducibility applies to the hierarchy as
a whole and not to individual connections as does Gagne's
index. Resnick and Wang used the Lingoes (1963) modifica-
tion of scalogram analysis which allows for the generation
of multiple scales and thus, branching hierarchies.
However, while in some respects the Resnick and Wang
approach may represent an improvement in the technology
of hierarchy validation, their research has been criticized
by more recent contributors to the field (cf. Airasian &
Bart, 1975; White, 1973). First, the Resnick and Wang
study tested kindergarten students on skill acquisition
without having provided any prior instructional exposure.
With this approach the test is merely a measure of pre-
school achievement, and in no way does it validate or
reject a given hierarchy. Consequently, the sequence of
skill acquisition is unknown and the possibility of random
forgetting is largely ignored. Additionally, a very small
sample size was used. The general lack, therefore, of
these experimental controls leads only to a state of
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uncertainty about the hierarchy. Moreover, although MSA
can generate multiple scales, they are restricted to being
independent and linear. That is, once the analysis has
identified a skill as "scaleable" with respect to other
higher and/or lower skills, that selected skill may not
appear in any other place. This, of course, places
severe limitations on the technique and its ability to
handle branching within a hierarchy. To overcome this
limitation it becomes necessary to test every possible
linear scale separately— a cumbersome and costly process.
Finally, as in the Gagne model, there is no sampling
distribution because the measurement is limited to one
item per skill. Therefore, there is no way of estimating
errors of measurement and of generalizing beyond the sample.
2.2.3 Ai ras i an
The model suggested by Airasian (1971) is based on
the frequency with which examinees attain a true score
(expected) pattern of responses. That is, in a 4-item
test with 16 total possible response patterns, only n+1
patterns can be assigned a probability of occurrence
greater than zero. Those patterns are 0000, 1000, 1100,
1110 and nil. For each of the four items, therefore,
a ratio of the number of examinees who attain an expected
pattern with that item correct to the total number of
examinees who attain true score (expected) patterns is
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calculated. So, for item 1, the ratio is
=
^1 000 Piioo Pino Pim
pQOOO"^ ^1000 ^1100 ^11 10 ^1111
Similarly, for item 2, the conditional item difficulty
index is
p =
Piioo Pino Piiii
^
^1 000 Piioo Pino Piiii
The conditional item difficulty index can be stated
generally as
where = proportion of examinees who attain the
expected or true score response patterns
Airasian admits to at least two serious confounding
influences on his model; (a) item validity is critical,
and (b) the index is highly sensitive to the sequencing
of instruction. Item validity is a problem with each of
the models discussed thus far. In addition, the Airasian
model does not solve the problem discussed earlier relative
to estimating errors of measurement; it does not provide
for a sampling distribution; and it largely ignores the
forgetting and/or guessing parameters.
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2.2.4 Capie and Jones
The work of Capie and Jones (1972) was primarily a
comparative study of the dependency test ratios (cf.
section 2.2.5) with the phi -correl ati on coefficient. They
based their argument on the fact that the skills in a
true hierarchy should clearly demonstrate increasing
correlational patterns if one were to compute product
moment correlations between individual skills and the
total number of skills mastered. This concept is at
least intuitively appealing. They also suggest that a
parallel set of correlations be derived for a transfer
test, based on the premise that increased mastery of
skills in the hierarchy must necessarily result in in-
creased transfer of learning. Consequently, increasing
correlational patterns should be in evidence for both the
transfer test as well as the individual skills if it is
a true hierarchy. To compensate for the unreliability
of the tests, phi can be corrected for attenuation.
Capie and Jones, by their own admission, are critical
of their model. First, the technique is highly contingent
upon the validity and reliability of the test. If test
validity is questionable, or if the tests are so short that
reliability is equally dubious, then the technique is
severely weakened. More importantly, however, the testing
sequence is based on the arbitrary judgment of the
researcher. To the extent that such judgment is on target.
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then the testing sequence will reflect all the possible
prerequisite skills. This is not always the case, how-
ever.
White (1974c) is quite critical of the Capie and
Jones' procedure.
Capie and Jones advocate the establish-
ment of a hierarchy by calculating phi-
correlation coefficients for each pair
of skills, and, where the coefficients
are significantly different from zero,
placing the skills in order of diffi-
culty. Although the existence of a
hierarchical relation between two skills
implies a positive correlation and a
difference in difficulty between them,
the reverse is not necessarily true.
Capie and Jones' criteria are necessary
but not sufficient conditions for a
valid hierarchy. Use of their criteria
alone can lead to a hierarchy which
contains superfluous skills, and super-
fluous connections between skills, (p. 64)
2.2.5 Walbesser and Eisenberg
The dependency test ratios of Walbesser and Eisenberg
(1972) are not unlike Gagne's proportion of positive
transfer. Walbesser proposes five ratios for specifying
hierarchical relationships:
1. Consistency ratio: ratio of examinees mastering
the higher skill to those who have mastered the
1 ower skill
;
2. Adequacy ratio: ratio of examinees mastering the
lower skill to those who have mastered the
higher skill;
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3. Necessity ratio: ratio of examinees who failed
the lower skill and also failed the higher skill;
4. Completeness ratio: ratio of examinees who
mastered the higher skill to those who both
mastered or failed both skills completely;
5. Inverse Consistency ratio: ratio of examinees
who failed the lower skill to those who mastered
the higher skill .
These relationships can be represented as.
Consistency = ill}
Ratio (11) + (10)
Adequacy
Ratio
(11)
(01) + (11)
Compl eteness
Ratio
(11)
(11) + (00)
Necessity
Ratio
(00)
(00) + (10)
Inverse
Cons i stency
Ratio
(00)
(00) + (01)
Walbesser has arbitrarily set a lower limit of .85
for the consistency, adequacy and completeness ratios.
If these ratios do not exceed this threshold value then
a valid hierarchical connection cannot exist.
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Both Capie and Jones (1971) as well as White (1974c)
have been critical of the Walbesser model. First, Capie
and Jones point out that errors of measurement are likely
to suppress both the consistency and necessity ratios;
and that the latter is quite sensitive to the number of
failures on the test
.
If an unusually easy behavior is being
analyzed, sufficient numbers of failures
may not be found and the [necessity]
ratio will be low reflecting only chance
scores. Thus the necessity of the mas-
tery of the lower set to the acquisition
of the terminal behavior cannot be demon-
strated. (Capie & Jones, 1971, p. 140)
Consequently, the ratios are also sensitive to low reli-
ability and validity indices. White (1974c) also points
out that the ratios lack general i zabi 1 i ty ; and that high
ratios suggest invalid hierarchical relationships.
White's first conclusion is that the ratios are more
nearly a measure of the degree of difficulty of the con-
tent for the examinees. "Their uselessness of hierarchy
validation is illustrated by the fact that only five of
the 31 connections in three of Gagne's studies [1961,
19C2, 1965] meet the condition that all three indexes
should be 0.85 or greater, and four of these five involve
lower skills which were achieved by all Ss" (p. 63).
2.2.6 B a_r_t , Ai ra s i on_aJid K rus
There have been several contributors to the ordering-
ttieoretic approach to hierarchy validation, including
Airasion and Bart (1973, 1975), Bart and Airasion (1974),
f
B
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Bart and Krus (1973), and more recently Baker and Hubert
(1977).
Bart and Krus (1973) present a variation on a theme
detailed by Gagne (1970a). First, let us assume that all
items are dichotomously scored; "O" for the incorrect
response, "1" for the correct response. We can then de-
fine a "prerequisite" relationship as follows: ". . .
success on item X is a prerequisite to success on item j
if and only if the response pattern (0) for items I and y
respectively does not occur" (Bart and Krus, 1973, p. 292).
Using the 2x2 response matrix of Figure 1, cells (00),
(10), and (11) are defined as confirmatory response
patterns; while the (01) cell is defined as di s confirmatory
.
For any given set of n items it is possible to construct
an nxn matrix where entries represent the percentage of
disconfirmatory response patterns for each of the two-item
sets. It is then necessary to set a tolerance level for
the percentage of disconfirmatory responses above which a
relationship between the item -pairs will be rejected. So,
for example, if the researcher has a pre-established
tolerance level of 5%, and items X and j have a 4% dis-
confirmatory response pattern, then the conclusion is
simply that item X is a prerequisite to item /. Naturally,
low tolerance levels are recommended so that spurious
relationships will not be validated.
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More recently Baker and Hubert (1977) have elabor-
ated on the orderi ng- theoretic model introducing a
diveated-gvapk representation of the data, and suggesting
a statistical procedure for testing the goodness-of -f i
t
of the data to an hypothesized hierarchy. The Baker
modification is based on four assumptions:
1. Transitivity applies to equivalent item-pairs.
That is, two items, I and j, which are both equivalent
to a third item fe, are also equivalent to each other.
Stated symbolically, if and' then
2. Transitivity applies to prerequisite item-pairs
That is, two items, I and /, that are both prerequisite
to a third item fe, are also prerequisite to each other.
Stated symbolically, if I and j ->-fe then I -j';
3. No cycle exists in the di rected-graph except
among those nodes that are all mutually equivalent;
4. Two equivalent items are prerequisite to the
same set of other items.
Not all data-sets will satisfy each of the above assump-
tions as Baker demonstrates with some simple examples.
However, in general, they do obtain under most circum-
stances .
The goodness-of-f i t test is one of comparing all n
possible permutations of the empirically-generated pre-
requisite matrix. Of course, this can be an enormous
task. There are, however, approximations which yield
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fairly accurate estimates. Baker suggests using the
Cantelli value of l/(z2 + l) for (see Rao, 1965, p. 117)
a conservative significance level of the probability of
a non-random correspondence between data and theory.
The Cantelli inequality simply states that the prob-
ability of observing a r value larger than Z = (r-j:(r)//V(r)
is 1/(Z^ + 1), where r is defined as the number of corres-
pondences occurring between the empirical and hypothesized
matrices
.
There are at least two major limitations to the
order i ng- theoreti c model. First, it is quite obviously
limited to pairwise analysis. Consequently the model
more easily accommodates itself to linear rather than
branching hierarchies. Secondly, the relationships
established are function of z, a pre-established tolerance
limit. This is the way in which the model accounts for
errors of measurement.
2.2.7 White
White has been one of the sharpest critics of the
various models for validating learning hierarchies (cf.
White, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1974c; White & Clark, 1973).
White (1974a) lists five weaknesses inherent in the
previously discussed models which limit their usefulness;
1. The elements that comprised the
hierarchy were often loosly defined, so
that it was possible for someone to
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possess one attribute of the element
but not another. This led to uncer-
tainty about whether the person could
be said to possess the element or not.
2. Often only one question was used
for each element to test whether Ss had
learned it or not. This meant that no
estimate could be made of the prevalence
of chance errors or successes, and hence
it was not possible to tell whether Ss
who answered correctly the question for
the higher element but incorrectly the
question for the lower element only
appeared to have behaved in a way contrary
to that required by the hierarchy when
they did not really do so.
3. The studies lacked a proper
index that could be used to decide
whether connections between pairs of
elements could be accepted as hier-
archical or not. White (1974a) has
discussed the shortcomings of the various
indexes that were tried.
4. In some studies the elements of
the hierarchy were taught to a group of
Ss, who were tested on all the elements
together after the teaching was completed.
In other studies there was no teaching
and the Ss were only tested on their pos-
session of the elements. From results
obtained by Gagne and Bassler (1963),
which showed that although a set of
elements may have to be learned
hierarchically they can be forgotten
in any order, it can be deduced that
under either of these procedures it is
probable that postulated connections
between elements may be wrongly accepted
or rejected.
5.
In a few studies a small number
of Ss was used, which meant that quite a
substantial proportion of people in the
population from which the Ss were drawn
could behave in ways contrary to that
required by a valid hierarchy and yet
remain undiscovered through not being
drawn in the sample. (p* 121ff.)
In order to correct for these five weaknesses. White
suggests nine steps that should be implemented in
validating a hierarchy.
1. Define the hypothesized highest-
order skill in the hierarchy in behavioral
terms
.
2. Define the remaining lower-order
skills by asking Gagne's quest i on vis-a-vis
each lower-order skill in turn.
3. Content- val i date the hypothesized
hierarchy by soliciting the opinion of
"experts .
"
4. Postulate sub-divisions of each
skill in the hierarchy so that skill
definitions obtain a high degree of pre-
cision.
5. Test empirically whether or not
these new subdivisions really do represent
unique skills.
6. Develop an instructional unit for
teaching skill acquisition, embedding
mastery tests in it for each skill.
7. Use a minimum of 150 examinees al-
lowing them to work through the instructional
unit and to be tested as appropriate.
8. Using frequency counts in a 2x2
matrix, examine the results for large numbers
in the (01) cell which would indicate rejec-
tion of the postulated connection.
9. Modify the hierarchy to include only
those connections that survived the validation
process
.
White's model is a carefully thought-out process that
addresses the major weaknesses found in other models,
viz., ill-defined elements, errors of measurement,
statistical tests of goodness-of-fit, forgetting and
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gu6ssing param6t6rs, and small numbars of axamineas.
On the other hand, an experimental model such as this
is quite difficult to implement within the constraints
the researcher usually finds in conducting field research.
One aspect of the model requiring further elabora-
tion is that of the test of inclusion (White & Clark,
1973). This is the only model that can accommodate
multi-item data-sets for each objective in the hierarchy
and, as a result, can estimate the probability of a
randomly selected examinee having answered zero, or
one or more times correctly for any objective-pair.
White and Clark deyelop an example for the two-item and
three-item case.
Assume a matrix of response frequencies as indicated
in Figure 3
.
Skill II
Skill I
Questions
Correct 0 1 2
2 ^20 ^21 P22
1
'"lO Pn ^12
0 ^00 Pqi ^02
Figure 3. A 3x3 response matrix for the
two-item case.
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White and Clark define the population sub-groups as
follows:
= proportion of the population having
neither skill
Pd = proportion of the population having
both skills
Pj = proportion of population having only
Skill I
P,, = proportion of population having only
Skill II
Likewise, the conditional probabilities of members of the
group answering the appropriate number of items correctly
are
:
9g = probability of examinee with Skill I
answering correctly any item for Skill I
9. = probability of examinee without Skill I
answering correctly any item for Skill I
9^ = probability of examinee with Skill II
answering correctly any item for Skill II
= probability of examinee without Skill II
answering correctly any item for Skill II
For each cell in the matrix the total probability is
defined as the product of the probability of the examinee's
being in each group and the conditional probability of
members of the group answering the appropriate number of
items correctly. A probability estimate for each cell
in Figure 3 reflecting the nine possible outcomes could
be derived if the values of the various Ps and 6s were
known. For each cell in the matrix estimates of P, the
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proportion of the population who have neither skill, both
skills, or one or the other skill, as well as e, the
conditional probabilities, can be derived either from the
cell frequency using a maximum likelihood procedure or
from the marginal totals. In the two-item case Pq
2
can be
found by substituting the estimates of P and e in
Estimates could be calculated for the remaining eight
cells, allowing for the generation of a multinomial
distribution, and the test of significance could look for
deviations outside the observed distribution. However,
all this is not necessary according to White and Clark.
They suggest that the Pq
2
cell would sustain the greatest
proportional change if shifts in frequency obtained in
the other eight cells. Therefore, it is merely necessary
to set a critical value, (7, beyond which will be
rejected if the observed frequency, Tq 2 > in the (02) cell
is in excess of C
.
While White and Clark do not suggest
real values for c they do point out that the magnitude
of C is directly proportional to a large N and a corres-
pondingly high value of Pjj.
2.2.8 Dayton and Macready
Dayton and Macready have developed three models for
hierarchy specification and validation (Dayton & Macready,
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1976a, 1976b; Macready, 1975; Macready & Dayton, 1977;
Macready & Mervin, 1973). Model I is a classification
(mastery/non-mas tery ) model with error probabilities
associated with each individual item. For a task with n
items, the true score patterns are assumed to be 00 . . .
0 and 11 . . .1, where is the guessing parameter for
item I and 6^ i s the forgetting parameter for item 1.
Consequently the probability of the observed response
pattern on an n-item test is:
P(j) = P(j|M) P{M) + P(jlM) P(M)
where M = masters
and M = non-masters
n a-i 1 -a-i -i n 1-aij a.j
II
n a-
"
i=l
^
(i-t.,) ^ 9 + n 64 (l-6i)
i=l
^
where a.. = {0,1} is the score on
the i^^ item for the response.
The computer program, MODEL 3G, developed by the authors
( 1 976b), requires the frequencies for all 2“^ possible
configurations. Maximum likelihood estimates of the 2n+l
independent parameters are obtained using the Newton-
Raphson iteration procedures; chi-square goodness-of-f i
t
tests are also performed. One of the constraints of the
program is that the number of items must be greater than
four, but less than ten. The lower bound is necessary
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sinc6 p6rf6ct fit of tho modol to any S6t of data is
always possible due to the number of parameters in the
model if the number is less than four.
Model II is also a classification model wherein error
probabilities are constant across items. That is, = a
and = B. Model II requires the score frequencies for
0» 1 • • • n for an n-item task. The probability of a
score of / occurring is given by,
P(j) = P(jlR) P(M),+ P(jlM) P(M)
s. n-s.
a J (1-a)
n-s. s.
3 ^(1-6) ^II 0 +
1J
where s- = number of correct responses.
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Under the assumptions of Model II, the computer program,
MODEL 3, will generate the maximum likelihood estimates of
the model parameters which number three because of the
equal-error assumption. This model is capable of handling
up to 100 items, with the minimum being three.
Model III is a generalized version with constant
guessing and forgetting parameters which may be written as,
P(u) = I P(ulv.) . 0.
j=l ^
n a.jj b-. c^j d^j
and P(ulv.) = n a. (1-a^-)
^ ^ (1-6^)
The following definitions obtain:
u = column vector representing the examinee's response
pattern, comprised of O's and I's.
V = pattern vector which, as a set, represents the
response pattern for the a priori hierarchy.
comprised of O's and 2
' s
.
9ij = vector difference, v^ - u
sj
j
= 1 if
3ij
=
-1 ; 0 otherwise. (Examinee guessed)
j
= 1 if = 0; 0 otherwise. (Examinee didn't know
item and responded
i ncorrectly
)
j
= 1 if 9lj = 2; 0 otherwise. (Examinee forgot)
= 1 if 9lj = 1 ; 0 otherwise. (Examinee knew item
and responded
correctly
)
For any given element, three of the above will equal zero,
the fourth will assume the appropriate value: 1, -1, 0 or
2. The model allows for the estimation of independent
parameters. However, only 2'^-2 may be fitted to any model
in order to provide for the goodness-of-f i t test. Once
the parameters have been estimated, the expected proportions
for each 2'^ data vectors can be computed. At this point
either the chi-square test or likelihood ratios is appro-
priate for estimating goodness-of-f i t
.
A computer program, MODEL 5, has been developed by
the authors for computing all parameter estimates and
testing for significance. The number of items is limited
to less than ten, but more than three with no more than
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one item per task. In general, both Dayton and Macready
Models as well as the White and Clark Model represent a
significant advance in the technology of hierarchy speci-
fication and validation. Both of the models, because
they are probabilistic rather than deterministic, allow
for the estimation of errors of measurement, and there-
fore, for statistical tests of fit. The Dayton and
Macready Model also allows for specific errors due to
guessing and forgetting. Both methods have advantages
and disadvantages that are worth noting. Table 2 sum-
marizes the results of such a comparison. Hambleton and
Eignor (1978) have discussed some of these in a recent
manuscript.
2.2.9 Summary
This review has presented the critical aspects of
eight methodologies employed in the specification and
validation of learning hierarchies. Each model varies
considerably in its technological sophistication for
dealing with the inherent problems of hierarchy validation
research. Some of the earlier models for example have
considerable intuitive appeal because of their simplicity,
while the later models capitalize on recent advances in
computer technology. The "state of the art" is far from
having reached closure on the issue. Only continued
research in the area will produce the desired results.
Table
2
Comparison
of
Two
Methodologies
for
Validating
Hierarchies:
White
&
Clark
oi
.
Dayton
&
Macready
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viz., a straightforward, perhaps eclectic, model which
minimizes the weaknesses and maximizes the strengths of
each of the preceding methodologies.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
3 . 1 Statement of the Problem
The purposes of this study were threefold:
1. To establish using an empirical approach, whether
or not a hierarchy exists among selected reading
skills;
2. To establish the direction of the hierarchy and
assess the strength of the relationship among the
component reading skills;
3. To compare several empirical methodologies for
establishing hierarchical relationships.
Eight phonics skills and eight structural analysis
skills were selected from the test battery. The Reading
Skills Inventory : A Criterion-Referenced Assessment
(Hambleton, 1975). Although each skill had already been
assigned by a group of teachers to one of the test levels
in the Inventory ^ that assignment was not made exclusively
on the basis of perceived hierarchical relationships among
the skills. Therefore, the opinions of several content
specialists in the field of reading were solicited in
order to establish the hypothesized hierarchical relation-
ships. Given an a priori hierarchy, therefore, it then
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became possible to apply one or more methodologies for
validating the connections.
The selection of these particular sixteen skills
was in part based on the author's perusal of several of
the major reading programs currently in use. Some of
those reviewed include Croft (1976), Wisconsin Design
Reading Program, Fountain Valley Program, the SRA Program,
and those of major textbook publishers including Ginn,
Holt, Scott- Foresman
,
and Houghton-Mi f f 1 i n . The basal
programs and reading management programs vary considerably
in their approach to the teaching of reading. For example,
the Croft program uses primarily a skills approach for
both word attack and comprehension; whereas, the Harper
Row or Lippincott series reflect a more psychol i ngui Stic
approach. However, in almost all cases, while the ap-
proach may vary, there are fundamental instructional
objectives that are common to all methodologies. It is
thought that the sixteen skills selected as part of this
study are fundamental and common to each series surveyed.
Support for this assumption also comes from the Reading
Skills Checklist (Larrivee, 1977). The Checklist was
developed based on Larrivee's review of the ten most
frequently used reading programs in American elementary
schools. That checklist includes each of the selected
skills of this study
.
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3.1.1 Theoretical Base
There is a growing body of literature in the area of
learning hierarchy research. Gagne, almost two decades
ago, stimulated the first investigations with his work in
mathematics hierarchies. Since then, there have been
numerous contributions to the field, each of which has
specified and/or validated hierarchies in specific content
areas such as mathematics or science. The basic assump-
tion of all this research is that, notwithstanding individ-
ual differences among learners, learning occurs in a
sequentially ordered fashion such that prior acquisition
of certain skills has a positive impact on the posterior
acquisition of other skills. If the results of hierarchy
research are general i zabl e to the learning process as a
whole, irrespective of content, it should be possible to
specify and validate a hierarchy in the area of reading.
Specifically, the theory of hierarchical learning together
with the assumption derived from validation methodologies
should predict:
1. The ordering of the selected reading skills;
2. The relative degree of dependence among those
skills appearing in the hierarchy;
3. The identification of skills which are independent
of the hierarchy;
The invalid connections in the a priori ordering;4 .
5. The goodness-of-f i t estimates;
6. The revisions necessary in the postulated
hierarchy.
3-1.2 Hypotheses Tested
The hypotheses tested in this study were as .follows:
1. Given that there are 28 possible connections for
each of the eight-component sub-hierarchies, and 120
possible connections for the 16-component hierarchy as a
whole, then, utilizing the White and Clark (1973) procedure
for each component pair,
fon s C
Hi fon > C
where C = pre-established threshold, and fgp = the observed
frequency in the 02 or 03 cell.
2. Given that there are nine true score response
patterns for each of the eight-component sub-hierarchies,
and 17 true score patterns for the hierarchy as a whole,
then, utilizing the Dayton and Macready Model III (1976a,
1976b), for each true score pattern,
^jobs
"
^^Pred
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Furthermore, the following informal hypotheses were tested
as part of this study:
3. That the Dayton and Macready (1976) procedure is
preferred to the White and Clark (1973) methodology when
the sample size is sufficiently large.
4. That averaging across milti-item sets is superior
to a single-item estimation in establishing response patterns.
5. That maximum likelihood estimates of probability
utilized in the Dayton and Macready procedure are superior
to those employed by White and Clark.
3 . 2 Methodol oqy
3.2.1 Desi qn
Table 3 specifies the 16 phonics and structural
analysis skills selected for this study and measured by
the Inventory
.
The phonics and structural analysis sub-
hierarchies were considered separately as well as by
clusters within each sub- h i erarchy . Clustering was neces-
sary because the selected objectives were measured across
four different test levels while examinees were only given
any two contiguous levels. Specifically, among test levels
2, 4, 5 and 6 an examinee would normally have been admin-
istered 2 and 4, 4 and 5, or 5 and 6; but not 4, 5 and 6.
Therefore, although a single content-cluster such as
structural analysis was measured in levels 4, 5 and 6 it
was necessary to data-analyze 4 and 5 separately from 5
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Table 3
Sixteen Initially Selected Reading Skills
Util i zed in the Study
Objective
Code Objective
22 Beginning consonant sounds
24 Auditory discrimination: rhyming
25 Ending consonant sounds
41 Beginning consonant digraphs
43 Ending consonant digraphs
27 Vowel sounds
51 Long/ s hort/A.-con trol 1 ed vowels
61 Application vowel principles to
nonsense words
28 Suffixes denoting syntax
45 Inflected/derived from root word
55 Prefixes, suffixes
56 Root word + affix
48 Syllabication by vowel sound
63 Syllabication of nonsense words
64 Suffixes and syntax (verbs)
65 Suffixes and syntax (nouns)
No . of
I terns
6
5
5
9
8
6
15
8
5
9
8
5
8
6
5
5
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and 6 since the logistics of the testing design precluded
the tri-level analysis. Because of the clusters six
distinct data sets resulted. However, three of these
were eliminated from the final comparisons because they
contained three or less objective-pairs. The remaining
three data sets are displayed in Table 4.
Under the assumptions of the White and Clark model,
tests of pairwise connections were conducted. This re-
sulted in the testing of 31 connections: 15, 6 and 10
for Data Sets I, IV and V respectively. The computer
program INCLU was written to randomly select the items
for each of the pairwise comparisons. Several passes
were made through the program for both the two-item as
well as the three-item case.
Since the Dayton and Macready Model tests the hierarchy,
sub-hierarchy or cluster as a unit, there were 16, 7 and 11
true score response patterns for each of the three clusters.
Because the model can only accommodate single-item esti-
mates it was necessary to either eliminate some items from
the analysis or to average across items in order to dicho-
tomously score each component. The author felt it
desirable to elect the latter procedure since "averaging"
would probably yield a more reliable estimate of the
examinees' performance on any single objective. Two
arbitrary cutting scores were selected to define a pass •
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Table 4
Thirteen Finally Selected Skills Utilized in the Study
Data
Set®
Ob j ec t i ve
Code Obj ecti ve
I 22 Beginning consonant sounds
(N=2319)
24 Auditory discrimination: rhyming
25 Ending consonant sounds
27 Vowel sounds
41 Beginning consonant digraphs
43 Ending consonant digraphs
IV 45 I nf 1 ec ted/ der i ved from root word
48 Syllabication by vowel sound
(N=1118)
55 Prefixes, suffixes
56 Root word + affix
V 55 Prefixes, suffixes
56 Root word + affix
(N=1688)
63 Syllabication of nonsense word
64 Suffixes and syntax (verbs)
65 Suffixes and syntax (nouns)
^Data Sets II, III, and VI were eliminated because
of the limited number of objectives in the cluster.
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n-1 and n-2, where n equalled the total number of items
per objective. Two passes were made through the program,
one at each criterion score.
3.2.2 Sample of Examinees
The Inventory was administered to the district-wide
population of examinees in grades one through six, and a
randomly selected sample of 200 examinees in grade seven
and eight. The assignment of test level for each examinee
was made on the basis of two criteria: (a) the pre-test
level which the examinee had taken 12 months earlier, and
(b) teacher- judgment . Where possible, the test level
assigned to an examinee was that level which the student
is known not to have mastered. This judgment was based
in large measure on the pre-test data available on each
examinee. Where pre-test data were not available, as in
the case of an i n ter-di s tr i ct/ i n tra-di s tr i c t transfer or
an absentee, or when, in the best judgment of the pupil's
teacher, another level was clearly more appropriate, the
test level assignment depended primarily on teacher-
judgment. Table 5 displays the test assignments by grade
and test level for the grades 1-6 population and the
grades 7-8 sample. Examinees in grades seven and eight
were selected using a random sampling procedure, strati-
fied by school. Since there were eight middle schools in
the district, a sample of twenty-five examinees per school
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Table 5
Assignment of Examinees to Test Level by Grade
Grade
Level
Test Level
PR I II III IV Total
s
1 950 1536 61 6 52 11 3165
2 227 1087 1073 292 92 2771
3 50 554 763 633 423 2423
4 37 310 602 744 751 2444
5 5 127 294 638 902 1966
6 3 40 143 573 946 1705
7 -- 3 14 28 10 55
8 -- 1 4 1 6
Total
s
1272 3657 3506 2964 3136 14,535
NOTE. The totals of the grades seven and eight rows
do not equal 200 (the random sample) because some grade
seven and eight examinees were administered a "mature" level
of the test specifically designed to test low level skills
with older pupils. Response data from the "mature" version
was not considered in the study.
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was selected. These examinees were assigned to their
test level using the same criteria as the lower grade
population: (a) pre-test data where available; and (b)
teacher- j udgment in some cases.
3.2.3 Experimental Controls
Since the data were collected from an actual testing
occasion, the controls employed were those normally
operant in any wel 1 -admi ni s tered district testing program.
Although threats to internal validity were of no concern,
threats to external validity could play a significant role
in severely limiting the general i zabi 1 i ty of the results.
A factor of particular interest to the author was the
interaction effects of selection biases and test results.
Because the entire population in grades one to six was
tested the primary source of bias flowed from: (a) elimi-
nation of selected examinees because of extenuating cir-
cumstances, and (b) the number of absentees on the days of
the test administration. In this particular district the
following categories of students are systematically eli-
minated from any general testing procedures:
1. Pupils whose language dominance is other than
English. The rule-of-thumb used to measure current
language dominance is the length of time the pupil has
been a resident in the country. If the pupil has been in
the country in excess of one full academic year then he/she
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is considered to have sufficient fluency to be tested
with the regular school population.
2. Pupils whose current placement is in a special
education self-contained unit. Students whose former
placement was special education, or whose current status
is that of a mainstreamed pupil are not eliminated from
general testing occasions. Physically handicapped are
tested under whatever supportive conditions necessary to
effect valid individual results.
The number of examinees absent on the days of the
test administration is somewhat more difficult to estimate.
Each examinee was to take two word attack levels beyond
the level where mastery was indicated on the pretest. For
example, if a pupil on the pre-test showed mastery of
Level I, then on this testing occasion the pupil would
have been assigned Levels II and III. However, in the
case where the pupil had mastered Level III on the pre-
test, the only post-test level on which to check mastery
was Level IV. Therefore, in some instances pupils were
assigned only one level instead of two.
One way of estimating the percent of student parti-
cipation is to compare the number of students tested with
the number enrolled. Table 6 displays the data for the
district population in grades one through six. For
grades 1, 2, 3 and 4 the assumption of two test levels
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per examinee seems warranted. Beyond grade four, however,
it is not; and there is no possible way to estimate the
percent of participation.
For grades seven and eight, 178 examinees from the
random sample of 200, or 89%, participated in the testing.
Examination of the participation data indicates that
there was possibly a slight selection bias operating but
not of sufficient degree to distort the data in any signi-
ficant way.
Table 6
Comparison of the Number of Examinees with the
Number of Enrollees Across Grades
Grade
Number of
Exami nees^
Number of
Enrol 1 ees
Estimated
Percent^
1 3165 1758 100%
2 2771 1570 100
3 2423 1437 100
4 2444 1557 100
5 1966 1632
__c
6 1705 1531
^This may be a duplicate count since each examinee
could take two test levels.
^This percent is estimated based on the assumption
of two test levels per enrollee.
CAt this grade level the assumption of two test levels
per enrollee was not warranted.
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3.2.4 Instrumentation
The Reading Skills Inventory : A Criterion-Re fevenaed
Assessment was designed to assist the implementation of a
program of individually-paced reading instruction in
grades K through 8. One component of the Inventory con-
sists of a set of criterion-referenced word-attack skills
measures at each of five instructional levels: pre-reading,
Level I, II, III, and IV. A second component consists of
nine levels of reading comprehension measures. However,
in this study only results from the Word Attack component
were analyzed. The original test specifications were
generated based on the district's reading curriculum scope
and sequence. Since the Inventory was intended to be a
survey criterion-referenced measure rather than a diag-
nostic instrument, only selected objectives in the curri-
culum were included for measurement. The decision regard-
ing the inclusion or exclusion of a particular objective
was made primarily by judgment sampling based on the
professional opinion of reading specialists and teachers
in the district. The primary purpose to which the test
results would be directed was to be the tracking of
individual student performance. Secondarily the test
results would also determine ad hoc classroom groupings,
as well as influence decisions relative to student pacing.
Table 7 displays the content outline of each Work Attack
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Table 7
Content and Item Outline of the Reading Skills Inventory by Level
Curriculum
Code
Obj .
Code
Item Total No.
Objective Numbers Items
Pre-Readi ng
VPM-01 Seriation by size 01 -04 4
VPM-02 Classification by function 05-07 3
VPM-08 Letter & number completion 08-16 9
VPM-09 Multiple letter matching 17-22 6
VPM-1
0
Single letter matching 23-26 4
VPM-1
1
Word matching 27-30 4
LOL-04 Oral vocabulary; home content 31-33 3
LOL-07 Oral vocabulary: social content 34-36 3
PRR-01 Letter-sound association 37-44 8
PRR-03 Initial sounds 45-47 3
PRR-05 Visual discrimination: letter patterns 48-53 6
Word Attack Level I
PRR-02 Letter production 01-04
4
* PH-01 22 Beginning consonant sounds (BCS)
05-10 6
PH-02 Picture-BCS association
11-13 3
* PH-03 24 Auditory discrimination: rhyming
14-18 5
* PH-05 25 Ending consonant sounds
19-23 5
PH-06 Position of consonant sound
24-32 9
* PH-10 27 Vowel sounds
33-38 6
SA-01 Suffixes denoting syntax
39-43 5
DS-01 Seriation by alphabet
44-48 5
PH-04 Context clues
49-53 5
Word Attack Level II
* PH-07 41 Beginning consonant digraphs
01 -09 9
10-14 5
PH-08 Rhyming
* PH-09 43 Ending consonant digraphs
15-22 3
PH-11 Long/short vowel sounds
23-31 9
* SA-02 45 Inflected/derived from
root word 32-40 9
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Table 7 (continued)
Curriculum
Code
Obj .
Code Objecti ve
Item Total No.
Numbers Items
SA-03 Compound words 41 -48 3
SA-04 Contractions 49-56 3
* SA-07 48 Syllabication by vowel sound 57-64 3
DS-02 Alphabetize by first letter 65-69 5
Word Attack Level III '
PH-12 Long/ short/A.-control 1 ed vowels 01-15 15
PH-14 Word-vowel sound association 25-32 3
PH-15 Application of vowel sound principles 33-40 3
* SA-05 55 Prefixes, suffixes 41 -48 3
* SA-06 56 Root word + affix 49-53 5
DS-03 Alphabetize by 2^*^ and 3'"'^ letters 54-58 5
Word Attack Level IV
PH-16 Application of vowel principles:
nonsense words 01-08 8
SA-08 Recognition of initial vowel sounds 09-16 8
* SA-Q9 63 Syllabication of nonsense words 17-22 6
* SA-11 64 Suffixes and syntax (verbs) 23-27 5
* SA-12 65 Suffixes and syntax (nouns) 28-32 5
OS-04 Dictionary guide words 33-37 5
DS-Q6 Dictionary meaning and context 38-42 5
SA-10 Articulation of nonsense words 43-48 6
Comprehension: All Levels
RC-01 Main idea 3/1
evel
RC-02 Stated deta-il 3/
1 evel
RC-03 Inferred detail 3/
1 evel
RC-04 Inference
3/ 1 evel
RC-05 Vocabul ary
3/1 evel
NOTE: The
1 n
asterisked objectives are those finally selected for inclusion
the study.
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component as well as the number of items utilized to
measure each objective. For purposes of tabulation an
abbreviated form of the objective has been listed.
However, the reader will find the complete objective as
stated for the original test specifications in Appendix
A.
A validation study conducted by the author of the
Inventory (Hambleton, 1975) established the adequacy of
each level in the battery. Validation data included
both an analysis of item difficulties and item discrimin-
ation indices. Reliability assessment included measures
of internal consistency; parallel form reliability; and
proportion of agreement’of mastery decisions based on
two performance standards (80% and 100%). In addition a
content validation study was conducted.
3.2.5 Procedures
The Inventory was administered over a three week
period in the Spring. Most items on the test could be
group-administered. However, some objectives required a
one-to-one administration. These were given by the
regular classroom teacher as time allowed during the test
ing period. Test results were then sent to a service
bureau for hand or machine scoring. All items were
scored di chotomously : "0" for a fail, and "1" for a pass
The district had specified arbitrary cutting scores for
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each objective in order to determine mastery on any given
objective. However, these were not considered in this
study. Rather, for each objective, a cutting score of
either n-1 or n-2 was used. This was particularly appro-
priate in implementing the Dayton and Macready model.
For the White and Clark model the item scores were se-
lected on a random basis.
In order to establish an a priori hierarchy based on
the judgment of experts in the field of reading a sample
of 23 content specialists was asked to respond to a
pairwise comparison task. The backgrounds of the special-
ists included both special as well as regular education;
eight were university affiliated, nine were elementary
teachers of reading, four were administrators of reading
programs and two were doctoral candidates in the field of
reading. Of the 23 respondents, two were eliminated from
the final sample because of their failure to understand
the task.
Each respondent was asked to examine the 56 pairs of
objectives resulting from the two 8-objective clusters:
one cluster of phonics skills and a second of structural
analysis skills. The ordering of objectives within each
pair was identical for all respondents, but the order of
presentation of the pairs was random. The respondent was
asked to evaluate for each objective-pair whether mastery
of one objective of the pair was necessary prior to the
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mastery of the second objective; and if so, which ob-
jective should be mastered first. If the respondent
felt that the relationship between the objectives was
not a necessary one but merely a facilitating one, then
the respondent indicated which objective would facilitate
the other. Finally, the respondents were allowed the
option of indicating no relationship between the objec-
tives; that is, each objective could be mastered inde-
pendently of the other.
In order to insure that all respondents clearly
understood the task, two bogus objectives were included
in the sequence, thus increasing the number of pairs
evaluated to 72. The two respondents eliminated from the
sample failed to correctly classify the bogus objectives
in the third option, i.e., these objectives could clearly
be mastered independent of all other objectives in the
cluster. A copy of the hierarchy specification forms used
to complete this task is included in Appendix B.
3.2.6 Computer Programs
The author is grateful to George M. Macready of the
University of Maryland for providing a listing of the
Dayton and Macready program, MODEL 5, which was used to
conduct that segment of the data analysis. No substantive
changes were made in the program, only those necessary for
compatab i 1 i ty with the CDC system.
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It was necessary to write a program, INCLU, based
on the White and Clark model. The author would like to
thank Richard Rovinelli of the American Board of Family
Practice, for providing the initial version of that pro-
gram and Leah Hutten of the University of Massachusetts
for her work in revising and modifying the program to meet
the data analysis requirements of this study. The program
allows for either the two-item or three-item pair-wise
comparison, with a sub-routine for randomly selecting
items for each comparison, and accepts scored item data
from the input data set.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
4 1 Comparison Across Data Sets
In this section the data are presented for proposing
the hierarchies resulting from the three distinct method-
ologies applied in this research study. No attempt will
be made in this section to compare and contrast various
approaches, nor will any reference to the content of the
objectives be made. The content significance of the re-
sults as well as a comparative analysis across methodol-
ogies are provided in Section 4.2.
4.1.1 The Expert Judgment Hierarchies
One of the primary purposes of this study was to
establish an a priori of'dering of the objectives based
on the collective judgment of professionals in the field
of reading. The results of such a hierarchy specification
task are displayed in Tables 8, 9 and 10 for Data Sets I,
IV and V, respectively.
In Data Set I only three objective-pair are clearly
viewed by the majority of respondents as having inde-
pendent components. However, although all other pairs
are viewed as having a relationship between component
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Table 8
Distribution of Responses to Hierarchy SpecificationTask for Data Set I (N=21)
Objective Responses
Pair Code Necessary Facilitates Order
A-B A**B® B**A A*B ^ B*A Each^
Irrelevant^
24-22 4 3 3 1 3 7
22-25 7 0 10 0 1 3
41-22 0 8 1 8 3 1
22-43 6 0 11 0 1 3
27-22 0 3 2 6 1 9
24-25 5 1 7 1 1 6
24-41 3 1 6 0 3 8
24-43 2 1 8 1 2 7
24-27 3 1 10 1 1 5
25-41 3 1 6 0 3 8
43-25 0 6 1 5 5 3
25-27 2 0 3 0 4 12
43-41 2 3 0 6 7 3
41-27 1 0 1 0 2 17
27-43 2 0 1 2 4 12
^The A**B notation should be read, "Prior mastery of A is
necessary for the mastery of B," and vice versa for B**A.
^The A*B notation should be read, "Prior mastery of A
facilitates the mastery of B," and vice versa for B*A.
^Each facilitates the mastery of the other.
^Mastery of A is entirely independent of mastery of B and
vice versa.
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Table 9
Distribution of Responses to Hierarchy Specification
Task for Data Set IV (N=21)
Objective
Pair Code
A-B
Responses
Necessary
A**B^ B**A
Facilitates
A*B^ B*A Each‘S
Order
Irrelevant*^
45-48 1 1 0 4 1 14
45-55 3 3 1 5 7 2
45-56 3 2 4 2 8 •2
48-55 3 0 0 2 0 15
48-56 2 1 0 1 1 16
55-56 5 3 7 1 5 0
^The A**B notation should be read, "Prior mastery of A is
necessary for the mastery of B," and vice versa for B**A.
*^The A*B notation should be read, "Prior mastery of A
facilitates the mastery of B," and vice versa for B*A.
‘'Each facilitates the mastery of the other.
^Mastery of A is entirely independent of mastery of B and vice
versa.
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Table 10
Distribution of Responses to Hierarchy Specification
Task for Data Set V (N=21
)
Objective
Pair Code
A-B
Responses
Necessary
A**B^ B**A
Facilitates
A*B^ B*A EachC
Order
Irrelevant^
55-56 5 3 7 1 5 0
63-55 2 1 2 1 .4 11
55-64 8 1 4 3 5 0
65-55 5 4 0 7 5 0
56-63 2 1 0 4 1 13
64-56 2 4 2 5 5 3
56-65 3 1 5 1 8 3
63-64 2 0 2 3 2 12
63-65 2 0 1 3 0 15
64-65 0 2 1 4 7 7
^The A**B notation should be read, "Prior mastery of A is
necessary for the mastery of B," and vice versa for B**A.
^The A*B notation should be read, "Prior mastery of A
facilitates the mastery of B," and vice versa for B*A.
‘'Each facilitates the mastery of the other.
^Mastery of A is entirely independent of mastery of B and
vice versa.
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objectives, the strength and direction of the relation-
ship is somewhat obscured by the wide variations in re-
sponse patterns. This observation holds true for the
remaining two data sets.
In Data Set IV more than 50% of the respondents
saw only an independent relationship among three of the
six possible objective-pair. In Data Set V four of the
ten ob j ecti ve- pa i r were virtually eliminated from the
hierarchy by an "order irrelevant" classification by more
than 50% of the respondents.
Given the wide variability for the remaining objective-
pair, and given the possibility that the hierarchy speci-
fication task could have been perceived differently by
each of the 21 respondents, it seemed advantageous to
collapse objective-pair data across response patterns.
Therefore, for purposes of generating a hypothetical
hierarchy, all A**B and A*B patterns were collapsed as one
response indicating an "A prior to B" relationship; the
B**A and the B*A patterns were collapsed as a second re-
sponse indicating a "B prior to A" relationship. This
procedure, while possibly establishing the direction of
the relationship, leaves the strength of the relationship
undecided. Table 11 summarizes the results for all
ob j ec ti ve- pa i r judged by the experts. Clearly, patterns
begin to emerge and it is possible to suggest tentative
hierarchies among the obj ecti ve- pa i r for each data set.
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Table 11
Collapsed Responses to Hierarchy Specification Task
For All Ob j ec t i ve- Pa i r s Judged by the Experts (N=21)
Objective Judgment
A-B A prior
to B
B prior
to A
Each facili-
tates other
Order
Irrelevant
24-22 7 4 3 7
22-25 17 0 1 3
41-22 1 16 3 1
22-43 17 0 1 3
27-22 2 9 1 9
24-25 12 2 1 6
24-41 9 1 3 8
24-43 10 2 2 7
24-27 13 2 1 5
25-41 9 1 3 8
43-25 1 11 5 3
25-27 5 0 4 12
43-41 2 9 7 3
41-27 2 0 2 17
27-43 3 2 4 12
45-48 1 5 1 14
45-55 4 8 7 2
45-56 7 4 8 2
48-55 3 2 0 15
48-56 2 2 1 16
55-56 12 4 5 0
55-56 12 4 5 0
63-55 4 2 4 11
55-64 12 4 5 0
65-55 5 11 5 0
56-63 2 5 1 13
64-56 4 9 5 3
56-65 8 2 8 3
63-64 4 3 2 12
63-65 3 3 0 1
5
64-65 1 6 7 7
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There are six objectives under consideration in
Data Set I. From the response data, all six maintain a
position within each of the proposed hierarchies. There
appears to be some agreement among the experts on the
position of objectives 43, 41, and 25. The largest dis-
agreement concerns objectives 27, 24, and 22. There are
three possible arrangements and response data to mildly
support each of these possibilities. Thus, we have pro-
posed three hierarchies for Data Set I displayed in
Figure 4. A full discussion of the educational and
practical significance of these hierarchies will be post-
poned until a later section.
Data Set IV is a much smaller collection of objective-
pair, viz., four objectives and six pairs. The results
are fairly evident. Objective 48 is judged almost unani-
mously as not part of the hierarchy. The remaining three
objectives, 45, 55, and 56, are placed by the respondents
in the hierarchy displayed in Figure 5.
Data Set V consisted of five objectives, one of which
was judged to be outside the hierarchy, viz., 63. The
remaining four, objectives 55, 56, 64, and 65, were
assigned the hierarchical order displayed in Figure 6. In
this data set, as with the previous one, there was rela-
tively high agreement among the respondents.
Using the response patterns from Table 11 it was
possible to calculate the percent of agreement between
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Figure 4. Proposed hierarchy for Data Set I
based on response data in Table 11.
Figure 5.
Figure 6
Proposed hierarchy for Data Set IV
based on response data in Table 11.
Proposed hierarchy for Data Set V
based on response data in Table 11
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the judgment data and the proposed hierarchies of
Figures 4, 5, and 6. The index of agreement was derived
by estimating the percent of responses favoring the
objective's position in the hierarchy based on the total
number of judgments for that hierarchy. In Table 12 the
reader will note that the indices range from a low of 25%
to a high of 64%. However, the average for a given
hierarchy is usually greater than 50%. In the case of
Data Set I, two of these proposed hierarchies have the
same average index of agreement; one is somewhat lower.
Data Set V has the lowest average index, 44.4%. The
depression of this average index is due to the inclusion
of objective 64 in the hierarchy, the position of which
enjoys only a 25% agreement with the judgment responses.
4.1.2 The Dav ton and Macready
Hi erarchi es
The first of two empirical procedures utilized to
validate the hierarchies was that of Dayton and Macready.
The criterion score which determined mastery was n-1 on the
first pass and n-2 on the second, where n equalled the
total number of items measuring a given objective. Table
13 summarizes the maximum likelihood estimates of the
parameters and their standard errors at each criterion
level for each data set. The frequency data
generated
from these parameter estimates are presented in
TablesU,
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Table 12
Percent of Agreement Between Judgment Data
and Proposed Judgment Hierarchies
Data Objective Hierarchy
Set Code a b
43 56.2% 56.2% 56.2%
41 57.1 57.1 57.1
25 58.1 58.1 58.1
24 48.6 38.1 48.6
27 60.0 52.4 60.0
22 62.9 60.0 62.9
Average 57.2 53.7 57.2
56 55.5
45 46.0
55 55.5
Average 52.3
64 25.0
65 47.6
56 50.0
55 54.8
Average 44.4
Maximum
Likelihood
Estimates
of
Parameters
and
Their
Standard
Errors
for
All
Data
Sets
at
Each
Criterion
Level
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Table U
observed and Predicted Frequenclca, Chi-Square and Probability Catlmacea
for all Responce Pattema In Data Set I
n-l Criterion n-2 Criterion
PATTEK.N OBS N PREO N CHl-StiUARE PROB OBS S PRED N CHl-aQUARE
000000
100000
010000
110000
001000
101000
011000
111000
000100
lOOlOU
010100
110100
001100
101100
011100
111100
000010
100010
010010
110010
001010
101010
011010
111010
000110
100110
010110
110110
001110
101110
011110
111110
000001
100001
010001
110001
001001
101001
011001
111001
000101
100101
010101
110101
001101
101101
011101
111101
000011
lOOOll
010011
110011
001011
101011
011011
111011
000111
100111
010111
110111
001111
101111
OllllI
111111
* 10
• 28
2
* 28
3
35
3
* 52
3
11
3
17
5
61
8
* 269
2
5
0
5
1
9
0
35
1
2
6
12
3
49
3
* 184
0
2
1
4
0
5
1
18
1
2
2
6
1
26
4
111
1
3
0
7
2
11
2
55
4
4
4
15
3
97
32.
* 1036
8.29
35.45
3.39
20.75
3.05
15.29
4.21
55.94
2.92
13.21
2.13
22.65
2.02
20.76
16.93
267.72
2.36
12.28
1.20
7.63
1.08
5.74
1.91
26.72
1.03
5.02
1.19
15.21
I. 15
14.56
13.24
211.11
2.86
12.26
1.18
7.38
1.06
5.50
1.67
22.83
1.02
4.78
.95
II. 32
.91
10.67
9.35
148.71
1.00
4 . 46
.63
6.13
.59
5.48
4.16
65.42
.57
5.23
3.91
61.45
3.90
61.22
60.77
974.61
.35
1.56
.57
2.53
.00
25.39
.34
.27
.00
.37
.34
1.41
4.39
77.95
4.71
.00
.26
4.31
1.20
.24
.00
1.84
1.91
2.56
.00
1.82
19.21
.63
2.92
81.38
7.92
3.48
2.86
8.59
.02
1.55
1.06
.04
.27
1.02
.00
1.62
1.13
2.50
.00
21.98
3.06
9.56
.00
.47
.63
.12
3.33
5.53
1.12
1.66
20.27
.29
•
.00
35.11
.20
20.89
13.62
3.86
.0036
.0153
.0015
.0089
.0013
.0066
.0018
.0241
.0013
.0057
.0009
.0098
.0009
.0090
.0073
.1154
.0012
.0053
.0005
.0033
.0005
.0025
.0008
.0115
.0004
.0022
.0005
.0066
.0005
.0063
.0057
.0910
.0012
.0053
.0005
.0032
.0005
.0024
.0007
.0098
.0004
.0021
.0004
.0049
.0004
.0046
.0040
.0641
.0004
.0019
.0003
.0026
.0003
.0024
.0018
.0282
.0002
.0023
.0017
.0265
.0017
.0264
.0262
.4203
* 1
* 10
2
* 5
2
9
1
* 33
3
7
1
10
2
25
5
* 298
1
3
1
5
0
1
0
11
0
3
4
5
0
20
4
» 109
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
14
1
3
0
6
0
15
7
123
0
2
0
1
1
5
1
35
2
0
4
12
4
47
35
* 1417
3.60
12.75
1.51
6.12
1.51
6.12
1.46
30.76
1.50
5.52
.87
10.71
.87
10.71
8.79
288.80
1.49
5.28
.62
2.56
.62
2.56
.64
13.86
.62
2.32
.39
5.56
.39
5.56
4.76
157.43
1.49
5.28
.62
2.56
.62
2.56
.64
13.86
.62
2.32
.39
5.56
.39
5.56
4.76
157.43
.61
2.22
.29
2.18
.29
2.18
1.38
43.53
.29
2.08
1.28
40.09
1.28
40.09
39.76
1340.22
1.88
.59
.15
.20
. 15
1.35
.14
.16
1.49
.39
.01
.04
1.46
19.02
1.63
.29
.16
.98
.21
2.29
.62
.95
.64
.59
.62
.19
32.98
.05
.39
37.49
.12
14.90
1.49
5.28
.62
2.56
.62
.12
.20
.00
.22
.15
.39
.03
.39
16.02
1.05
7.53
.61
.02
.29
.64
1.69
3.62
.10
1.67
10.03
2.08
5.74
19.68
5.74
1.18
.57
4.39
PROS
.0016
.0055
.0007
.0026
.0007
.0026
.0006
.0133
.0006
.0024
.0004
.0046
.0004
.0046
.0038
.1245
.0006
.0023
.0003
.0011
.0003
.0011
.0003
.0060
.0003
.0010
.0002
.0024
.0002
.0024
.0021
.0679
.0006
.0023
.0003
.0011
.0CO3
.0011
.0003
.0060
.0003
.0010
.0002
.0024
.0002
.0024
.0021
.0679
.0003
.0010
.0001
.0009
.0001
.OOC9
.0006
.0183
.0001
.0009
.0006
.0173
.0006
.0173
.0171
.5779
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15, and 16 for Data Sets I. IV, and V respectively. In
all cases the values for the guessing and forgetting
parameter were unrestricted. Using the MODEL 5 program,
a solution was obtained (convergence to a criterion of
.lE-04) for Data Sets I and IV on both passes. For Data
Set V the maximum number of iterations (100) was reached
without attaining convergence. This solution, therefore,
is questionable. The user-specified true score patterns
reflected a linear hierarchy in all cases.
Table 17 summarizes the chi-square goodness of fit
statistics for each data set at both criterion levels.
The significance of the Pearson Chi-Square is applicable,
of course, only to the complete data set. And as the
reader will note, all are significant. However, inspection
of the discrete chi-square variable in Tables 14 through
16 shows several true score patterns having non-significant
outcomes. In Data Set I, for example, at the n-1 criterion
score all but the last true score pattern (111111) have
non-significant chi-square values; at the n-2 criterion
score only the last two (111110 and 111111) are signifi-
cant while the remaining five are not. In Data Set IV
only the first pattern (0000) at the n-2 criterion score
is non- s i gn i f i can t ; all others are. In Data Set V three
patterns (10000 , 11100 and 11111) at the n-1 criterion
score are non- s i gn i fi cant ; all remaining patterns are.
What this suggests is that for the entire data set the
Table
15
Observed
and
Predicted
Frequencies.
Chi-Square
and
Probability
Estimates
for
All
Response
Patterns
in
Data
Set
II
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Table 16
Observed and Predicted Frequencies Chi-Square and Probability Estimates
for all Response Patterns in Data Set V
Ki-l Criterion n-2 Criterion
PATTERN OBS N PRED N CHI-SQUARE PROB OBS N PRED N CHI-SQUARE PROB
00000 * 9 3.99 6.25 .0024 * 1 1687.98 1685.98 1.0000
10000 * 4 4.29 .01 .0025 * 2 .00 2365.69 .0000
01000 20 4.91 46.32 .0029 3 .00 5325.80 .0000
11000 it 5 13.37 5.24 .0079 * 3 .00 .0000
00100 58 4.91 573.60 .0029 9 .00 .0000
10100 16 13.37 .51 .0079 3 .00 ititititititit .0000
01100 139 15.31 998.89 .0091 21 .00 ititifkititit .0000
11100 it 53 41.68 3.07 .0247 * 16 .00 ititititititit .0000
00010 4 4.91 .16 .0029 0 .00 .00 .0000
10010 1 13.37 11.44 .0079 0 .00 .00 .0000
01010 13 15.31 .34 .0091 0 .00 .00 .0000
11010 12 41.68 21.13 .0247 0 .00 .00 .0000
00110 61 15.31 136.27 .0091 23 .00 ititititititit .0000
10110 29 41.68 3.86 .0247 7 .00 kitititititic .0000
OHIO 243 47.73 798.65 .0283 97 .00 kkkkkkk .0000
11110 * 162 129.93 7.91 .0770 * 110 .00 kkkkkkk .0000
00001 3 4.91 .74 .0029 0 .00 .00 .0000
10001 2 13.37 9.67 .0079 0 .00 .00 .0000
01001 7 15.31 4.51 .0091 1 .00 kkkkkkk .0000
11001 2 41.68 37.78 .0247 0 .00 .00 .0000
00101 14 15.31 .11 .0091 8 .00
kkkkkkk
.0000
10101 3 41.68 27.22 .0247 7 .00
kkkkkkk
.0000
01101 58 47.73 2.20 .0283 36 .00
kkkkkkk
.0000
11101 54 129.93 44.38 .0770 36 .00
kkkkkkk
.0000
00011 3 15.31 9.90 .0091 1 .00 590.41 .0000
10011 4 41.68 34.06 .0247 1 .00
.0000
01011 13 47.73 25.27 .0283 3 .00
*******
.0000
11011 16 129.93 99.98 .0770 8 .00
*******
.0000
00111 43 47.73 .47 .0283 29 .00
*******
.0000
10111 47 129.93 52.93 .0770 69 .00
*******
.0000
omi 201 148.80 18.30 .0882 267 .00 ******* .0000
11111 * 384 405.04 1.09 .2400
* 927 .00 ******* .0000
* » True Score Pattern
Table
17
Chi-Square
Estimates
for
All
Data
Sets
at
Each
Criterion
Level
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sample size is so large that it would be impossible not
to achieve significance. In other words, a large N has
led to the rejection of the null hypothesis. Notwith-
standing the fact that the compa tabi 1 i ty between the
observed and the theoretical frequency distribution is
low, the author would like to consider the value of the
discrete chi-square variable for each true score pattern.
It then becomes possible to specify tentative hierarchies
for some of the data sets. These are displayed in
Figure 7
.
4.1.3 The White-Clark Hierarchies
The second empirical procedure utilized to validate
the hierarchies was that of White and Clark. This proce-
dure is based on the pair-wise comparisons of all ob-
jectives in any given sequence utilizing either two or
three items per objective to assess mastery. The program
INCLU was used to generate the frequencies based on a
random selection of two items per objective on the first
pass and three items per objective on the second. In all
other respects the data sets remained the same except
the way in which the response patterns were analyzed. For
the two-item case, three replications were generated,
while for the three-item case, two replications were
generated. Tables 18 through 23 summarize the appropriate
statistics for all data sets: the estimated probability
77
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of the "02 event," i.e., the probability that a member
of the sample will be classified in the I-O, II-2 cell;
the mean and standard deviation for the given distribu-
tion; a critical value "C," if when exceeded by the
observed frequency in the 02 cell, will cause Hq to be
rejected; and the observed frequency, fQ
2 >
i-e., the
actual number of cases classified in the I-O, II-2 cell.
In examining the fQ
2
values for each objective-pair
and suggesting tentative hierarchical relationships the
following decision rules applied:
1. For any one objective-pair, Hq was rejected if
fQ
2 >
C; Hq was accepted if fQ 2 ^ C.
2. Over five replications, if Hq was rejected 80%
or more then no relationship in the objective-
pair was acknowledged.
3. Objective-pairs were rank-ordered according to
their percent of rejection, ranging from 0% to
60%.
4. Lower rejection-rate pairs were established in the
hierarchy first followed by higher ones until all
were accounted for.
The resulting hierarchies are displayed in Figures 8 through
10. In Data Set I, two objectives (24 and 25) were rejected
from hierarchical consideration by decision rule one on
two occasions. This resulted in two possible
structures
as the reader will note in Figure 8. In Data
Set IV again
85
Figure 8. Proposed hierarchical structure for
Data Set I based on the observed
frequencies for each objective-pair
found in Tables 18 and 19.
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Figure 9. Proposed hierarchical structures for
Data Set IV based on the observed
frequencies for each objective-pair
found in Tables 20 and 21.
87
Figure 10. Proposed hierarchical structure for
Data Set V based on the observed
frequencies for each objective-pair
found in Tables 22 and 23.
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two objoctivos (55 dnd 56) while not rejected by decision
rule one retained their position within the hierarchy
with only weak supporting evidence. Therefore, it was
deemed advisable to suggest two alternate structures
displayed in Figure 9. Data Set V seemed to present
clear evidence in favor of the structure provided in
Figure 10.
4 . 2 Comparisons Across Methodologies
In the first section of this chapter we have pre-
sented the hierarchies resulting from three distinct
methodological approaches for specifying and validating
such hierarchies. The reader will note that the data
have been presented in coded fashion with little or no
regard for the content of each objective or objective-
pair. At this point the author will compare and contrast
all possible hierarchies for each of the data sets ana-
lyzed, but only after translating each one into its
verbal analogue.
4.2.1 Data Set I
Data Set I is the largest of the three examined in
this study, and thus, presented its own problems simply
because of the total number of objectives in the sequence
The reader will note in Figure 11 that the hierarchies
displayed vary in the total number of objectives included
89
Those derived from "expert judgment" contain all six
phonics objectives, with three variations on a theme.
Those derived through the Dayton and Macready procedures
omit ending consonant digraphs and/or beginning consonant
digraphs. Those resulting from the application of the
White and Clark model omit ending consonant sounds in
one instance and auditory discrimination (rhyming) in the
second case. There are some areas of agreement among
the three. It appears that digraphs (beginning or ending
or both) are at the top of the hierarchy, while consonant
sounds (beginning or ending or both) are at the bottom.
What comes in between is debatable, with vowel sounds and
auditory discrimination (rhyming) as the potential
candidates
.
It seems also clear from the data that beginning
sounds (either digraphs or consonants) precede ending
sounds. The position of vowel sounds in the hierarchy
is likewise worth noting. The position of this particular
objective was clearly undecided by the experts and, if
placed anywhere in the hierarchy, it was generally thought
to be a branch of the primary hierarchy. This is quite
contrary to the evidence provided by the two empirical
models. The position of the auditory discrimination
ob-
jective is somewhat surprising. One might assume that,
as a listening skill, it falls into the
pre-reading or
readiness category, and as such, would have the
lowest
90
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position in any hierarchy of formal reading skills.
However, this does not appear to be the case. In both
the judgment of the experts, as well as by the empirical
evidence, this skill may be, and indeed is, preceded
by beginning consonant sounds.
4.2.2 Data Set IV
Data Set IV has four objectives in total representing
the structural analysis domain. Figure 12 presents the
proposed hierarchical structures. The reader will notice
that the expert judgment hierarchy omits the syllabication
objective. Since the Dayton and Macready procedure failed
to identify any relationships in this data set that were
significant, this comparison will confine itself to the
White and Clark model only. Clearly there is little
evidence to support agreement between the a priori hier-
archy and either of those resulting from the White and
Clark procedures. Only the relationship between root
word derivations and root words + affix seems clear, with
the former lower in the hierarchy than the latter in both
model s
.
Generally the failure of the Dayton and Macready
procedure to identify any structures, coupled with the
lack of agreement between White and Clark and expert
judgment, would lead the author to suggest that no true
92
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hierarchy exists among this sequence of structural anal-
ysis skills.
4.2.3 Data Set V
This data set consisted of five objectives from the
structural analysis domain. Figure 13 displays the re-
sulting hierarchies suggested by the three procedures.
The expert judgment hierarchy omits one objective from
the sequence, viz., syllabication of nonsense words. Two
are omitted from the Dayton and Macready sequence, viz.,
suffixes and syntax (verbs) and pref i xes/ suf f i xes . Only
the White and Clark sequence maintains all five objectives.
Notwithstanding the omissions, the degree of agreement
among the three hierarchies is remarkably high. Two of
the three agree that pref i xes/ suf fi xes is the lowest level
skill of the five under consideration. All three agree
that root word + affix is also a low level skill.
Syllabication of nonsense words assumes the mid-position
in two of the three hierarchies. Suffixes and syntax
(nouns, verbs or both) top the list for all three models.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
5 . 1 Discussion of Results
The discussion of the results which follows will
adhere to the same chronology as that used in the pre-
vious chapter. That is, each methodology will be dis-
cussed separately and then, final conclusions about the
study as a whole will be reported.
5.1.1 The Expert Judgment Model
First, let us examine the hierarchy specification
task performed by content experts. The basic question is,
do experts in the field of reading admit of a hierarchy
existing among a selected number of low-level phonics and
structural analysis skills. Generally, the data seem to
indicate that the experts concur on only one aspect of
hierarchical relationships, viz., sequence. That is, the
data indicate a willingness to say Skill I precedes Skill
II. However, they stop short of saying that Skill I
must
be mastered before Skill II c?an be mastered; or
that the
mastery of Skill II will be facilitated by the
prior
mastery of Skill I; or the mastery of both
skills is
mutually dependent, one on the other.
95
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On an informal basis some of the respondents were
interviewed after completion of the hierarchy specifi-
cation task. Several acknowledged that they found the
objectives "fuzzy," i.e., not articulated in behavioral
terms, and thus, were forced to make arbitrary decisions
about the pairwise relationships. Others openly acknow-
ledged their personal biases with regard to reading
hierarchies. Exponents of this particular philosophy
claim that the process of learning to read is unique to
each learner, and thereby, defies the sequencing of
reading skills in a particular way on a universal basis.
This is what the author refers to as the "different
strokes" school of thought. Finally, there were those
who questioned the idea of "mastery" saying that the
acquisition of reading skills is a cyclic process that
includes skill instruction, reinforcement, application,
further skill instruction, more reinforcement, new appli-
cations, and so forth. Exponents of this school of thought
claim that "mastery" is a penultimate event occurring
just
prior to the state of being a "reader," and not a
series
of discrete events along the instructional path
of "learn-
ing to read."
In the final analysis, the hierarchies
resulting from
the judgment of experts were at best weak, and at
worst
forced. Although the author has suggested
some hierarchi-
cal structures, they should be viewed
cautiously.
97
5.1.2 The Dayton and Macready Model
The hypothesis of interest was
^0- Pjobs '
'^jpred
Pjobs ^ Pjpped
Clearly, the null hypothesis must be rejected based on the
chi-square results given in Table 17. None of the data
sets lends itself to a hierarchical interpretation based
on a linear sequence of true score patterns. Examination
of the values of a and B shows that only for Data Set I
are these parameters within expected bounds. The unusually
high value of the "forgetting" parameter in Data Sets IV
and V can possibly be interpreted in several ways. First,
and the most obvious, is that a linear sequence just does
not provide a reasonable fit for the data. A second
possible interpretation is that examinees were not appro-
priately assigned to consecutive test levels. While this
interpretation is not so obvious, it is, in the opinion
of the author, one of the most likely reasons for the
apparent lack of fit of the data. Further substantiating
evidence is provided for this interpretation by the rela-
tively high values of the "guessing" parameter as well.
Also, it should be noted that as the criterion score for
mastery was lowered from n-1 to n-2, the values for both
parameters began to approach more reasonable limits. And
98
when the criterion score is a composite of two or three
items, as in the White and Clark model, the degree of
fit is improved markedly. One might conclude, therefore,
that the fewer the items the better the fit, which in
this case, is quite true. However, this is contrary to
what we already know about the assessment of mastery and
the required number of items necessary to minimize the
number of mi scl ass i f i ca ti ons
.
5.1.3 The White and Clark Model
The hypothesis of interest in this model was
where fon been previously defined as the observed fre-
quency in the I-O, II-2 cell in the two-item case and I-O,
II-3 cell in the three-item case; and C is a selected
threshold value, which, if exceeded, would exclude Skill I
and/or II from the hierarchy under consideration. In this
particular study the value of C was further defined as
the nearest integer point to the third standard deviation
above the mean of the sampling distribution. It
should be
noted that the normal approximation to the binomial
distri
bution was used in order to simplify the estimation
of the
Because of the multipledistributional statistics.
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replications it was necessary to establish the five
decision rules defined in the preceding chapter. On
that basis it was possible to arrive at the hierarchi-
cal structures displayed in Figures 11, 12 and 13.
This model is really a special case of the general
probabilistic model, as pointed out by Dayton and Macready
(1967a), which utilizes marginal frequencies instead of
a maximum likelihood estimation procedure.
The application of the White and Clark model appears
to be less sensitive to some of the overall distribu-
tional problems found in the Dayton and Macready approach.
Consequently, the hierarchical structures emerged without
undue strain on the data. Now, of course, at least two
assumptions were made by the researcher in addition to
those indigenous to the model itself: (1) that each
replication was an equally reliable estimate of the
probability of the "02 event"; and (2) that all items
were equally reliable measures of mastery of the conse-
quent skill. Both assumptions seem reasonable in view
of the fact that test items were generated on the basis
of domain-specifications, and that their order of pre-
sentation to the examinee was random and not according
to item-difficulty indices. In fact, the resulting
structures match fairly well with the a priori hier-
archies generated by the content experts.
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5.1.4 Other Results
Three other informal hypotheses were proposed in
Chapter III.
That the Dayton and Macready (1976a, 1976b) proce-
dure is the preferred one when the sample size is large
is not clear from the evidence presented here. The author
has suggested that a large N has led to the rejection of
Hq. However, one would need to examine several smaller
samples to see if indeed this is true.
The author hypothesized that multi-item sets would
be superior to single-item estimations in establishing
response patterns. Because of the limitations of the
testing program design just the opposite appeared to be
the case. This may have been an artifact, however.
Finally, the superiority of the maximum likelihood
estimation procedures over those utilizing marginal
frequencies was postulated. Although theoretically this
is usually true, in this particular study no further
evidence to support such a posture was immediately evident
5 . 2 Limitations of the Study^
There were several limitations in this study
which
to some extent were outside the control of the
researcher.
Except in the most unusual of circumstances,
this is
nearly always the case in field-based research.
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First of all, the curriculum objectives which formed
the basis of the seqeunce of skills under consideration
were not articulated in behavioral terms. For example:
Curriculum Objective The learner knows the aon-
as Stated: sonant blends or digraphs
he/she hears at the beginning
of two dictated words.
Curriculum Objective The student selects the illus-
Stated in Behavioral tration representing a word
Terms: that begins with the same
consonant digraph as the oral
stimulus word.
If each of the objectives in the sequence had been arti-
culated more precisely the confusion in completing the
hierarchy specification task by the experts may have been
ameliorated to a large extent.
Secondly, the item statistics on the Inventory indi-
cated that some items were not reliable measures of the
objective. Consequently, a revision was in order. However,
as noted earlier, at the time of testing the district was
still using an unrevised pilot edition of the test. Unre-
liability of the instrument would undoubtedly lead to
erroneous conclusions about the hierarchical structure (or
lack of it).
Thirdly, the design of the testing program itself is
open to several limitations which impacted upon this
study. The assignment of examinees to test levels was
based on pre-test scores generated twelve months
prior to
this data-collection testing period. During the
intervening
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period the assumption was that instruction would be
directed to teaching those skills to be assessed for
mastery at post-test time. There are no guarantees that
such direct instruction indeed did occur. Additionally,
the assignment of test levels precluded measuring many
or all of the objectives in a sequence since no student
took more than two contiguous levels, and some took only
one level. This severely limited the total number of
objectives assessed for any one examinee.
Finally, the nature of the Inventory is summative.
That is, it measures only selected skills from a more
comprehensive sequence of skills. Those which were in-
cluded were arbitrarily judged to be appropriate for
inclusion because they were "the most difficult" skills
by some internal standard known only to district staff.
5 . 3 Suggestions for Further Research
It is clear from a consideration of the results of
this study that White's procedure (1974b) indeed outlines
the optimal steps for conducting hierarchy research under
properly controlled conditions. Given that those condi-
tions exist it should be possible to compare several
alternate hierarchies fitted to the same data. For
example, in this study a strictly linear hierarchy was
examined. However, it is possible under the Dayton and
Macready (1976a, 1976b) model to consider branching
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hierarchies as well. The focus of any further research
in this area should be directed at a rigidly controlled
design that precludes the invalidating features of a
field-based approach. Within the constraints of such a
design it would be quite possible to examine aspects of
item-design and its relation to hierarchy validation.
One might also wish to examine the long-term effects
of hierarchical learning. To date, only a few studies
have examined the issue of retention of hierarchically
learned skills over a period of time (White, 1976d and
White & Gagne, 1978). Both of these studies postulate
that if learning is hierarchical so also is retention.
Whether or not this hypothesis can be applied in the
area of reading needs to be explored.
This study has shown that quite possibly learning
hierarchies do exist in the area of reading. Future
research should focus on limited content domains to
affirm or disaffirm this initial evidence.
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APPENDIX A
Content Objectives of the Reading Skills Inventory
:
A Criterion-Referenced Assessment^
^The objectives were prepared by staff and teachers
in the Department of Public Schoolsof a small, urban
community in New England.
Appendix A
Content Objectives of Reading Skills Inventory by Category
Curriculum
Code Objective
Vi sual -Perceptual -Mo tor Skills (VPM)
VPM-01 The learner knows how to arrange several objects
in a specific order, according to size.
VPM-02 The learner knows how to classify several
objects into two groups, according to fucntion.
VPM-08 The learner knows how to fill in the missing
parts of letters and numbers that are incomplete,
when accompanied by the complete form.
VPM-09 The learner knows how to arrange three letters
in a specific order.
VPM-10 The learner knows how to connect matching
letters with a line.
VPM-11 The learner knows that one word is different
from three others in a group of four words.
Listening-Oral Language Skills (LOL)
LOL-04 The learner knows words dealing with the home
situation.
LOL-07 The learner knows words dealing with the
neighborhood situation.
Pre-Reading-Readiness Skills (PRR)
PRR-01 Given groups of letters, the learner can
select
the letter the teacher dictates.
PRR-02 The learner reproduces the letters
of the
alphabet as dictated by the teacher.
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Curri cul urn
Code Obj ec t i ve
PRR-03 Given a dictated word, the learner marks the
picture with the same initial sound.
PRR-05 From a list of choices, the learner marks the
word that is the same as the first word.
Phonics Skills (PH)
PH-01 The learner knows the consonant corresponding
to the sounds he/she hears at the beginning of
of two dictated words.
PH-02 The learner knows the sound of a given consonant
and matches it to a picture beginning with the
same sound.
PH-03 The learner knows how to make new words by
substituting initial consonants in known words.
PH-05 The learner knows the consonant corresponding
to the sound he/she hears at the end of two
dictated words.
PH-06 The learner knows whether a given consonant
sound is at the beginning, middle, or end of
a dictated word.
PH-07 The learner knows the consonant blend or digraph
he/she hears at the beginning of two dictated
words
.
PH-08 The learner knows how to substitute initial
consonant blends and digraphs in words.
PH-09 The learner knows the consonant blend or digraph
he/she hears at the end of two dictated words.
PH-10 The learner knows the vowels heard in a
dictated word.
PH-11 The learner knows the long and short
vowel
sounds
.
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Curr i cul urn
Code Obj ect i ve
PH-12 The learner knows the long, short and "r"
controlled vowels.
PH-14 The learner knows the vowels he/she hears in a
dictated word of one or more syllables. (less
difficult than PH-22)
PH-15 Given a list of the most common vowel principles,
the learner can apply the principles properly.
PH-16 The learner knows how to apply the vowel
principles properly to a nonsense word.
Structural Analysis Skills (SA)
SA-01 The learner can identify the simple endings that
denote tense, number, person, possession and
comparison.
SA-02 The learner knows the root word in an inflected
form or in a derived form.
SA-03 The learner knows how to divide a compound word
into its component parts.
SA-04 The learner knows the two words indicated in a
contract i on
.
SA-05 The learner knows how to identify prefixes and
suffixes in a list of derivatives.
SA-06 Given a list of prefixes and suffixes, the
learner knows the affix to be added to a given
root word to make sense in a sentence.
SA-07 The learner knows the number of syllables
heard
in a word by counting the vowel sounds.
SA-08 The learner applies the vowel
principles to
syllables and can indicate whether the vowel
sound in the first syllable is long, short
or controlled.
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Curr i cul urn
Code Objective
SA-09 Given a list of two syllable nonsense words,
the learner knows how to divide them into
syllables according to the principles of
syl 1 abi cati on
.
SA-10 Given a list of two syllable nonsense words,
the learner knows how to pronounce them.
SA-n Given a choice of suffixes, the learner can
select the one which changes the function of
a word to become a word that shows action.
SA-12 Given a choice of suffixes, the learner can
select the one which changes the meaning of
a word to become a word which names.
Dictionary Skills (DS)
DS-01 The learner knows alphabetical order.
DS-02 The learner knows how to alphabetize by the
first letter.
DS-03 The learner knows how to alphabetize by the
second and third letter.
DS-04 The learner knows how to use guide words in
the dictionary.
DS-06 The learner applies the appropriate dictionary
meaning to fit the context.
APPENDIX B
Hierarchy Specification Forms
For Selected Objectives
From
The Reading Skills Inventory
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DIRECTIONS
The purpose of chis cask is to determine the relationship, if
any, among a selected set of word attack skills that are common to
most reading programs. On the reverse side there is a list of skills
divided into two categories, SET I and SET II. Each SET will be
reviewed as a separate unit. Since there are nine (9) skills in each
SET, there will be 36 pairs of skills to review in each SET. The
list gives a complete statement of the skill as well as the abbreviated
version which will appear as you examine each pair.
TASK
Your task is to examine each pair as they appear on the enclosed
sheets and to respond to two questions;
Q. Is learning one skill in the pair necessary to learning the
alternate skill listed? If so, which must be learned first?
Q. Will learning one skill in the pair facilitate learning the
alternate skill listed? If so, which should be learned
first?
Thank you youA coopoAotion in thyU
pA.oj2.cX. VouA time. A2^ ponding gAOJxXty
appA2.CMiXzd.
you may AzioAn youA Az6 poiAiz pac.ka.gz in
ihz znvziopz pAovidzd at youA zoAiAC^t zonozniznzz.
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Sample Task Form
1 - 1-3
A. Beginning consonant sounds
B. Ending consonant sounds
( ) Learning one skill is NECESSARY ( ) A before B
to learn the other:
{ ) B before A
( ) Learning one skill will FACILITATE ( ) A before B
learning the other:
( ) B before A
( ) Each facilitates
the other
( ) The skills can effectively be
learned in either order, A before
B or B before A, since order of
learning is irrelevant.
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Sample Task Form
1 -2-1
A. Auditory discrimination: rhyming
B. Beginning consonant sounds
( ) Learning one skill is NECESSARY to
learn the other:
( ) A before B
( ) B before A
( ) Learning one skill will FACILITATE
learning theother:
( ) A before B
( ) B before A
( ) Each facilitates
the other
( ) The skills can effectively be
learned either order, A before B
or B before A, since order of
learning is irrelevant.
Skill Statement Abbreviated Version
1. The laamer knows the consonant oorrespondln?
to the sounds he/sha hears at the bei^innlng
of two dictated words.
2. The learner knows how to make new words by
substituting initial consonants in known
words
.
3. The learner knows the consonant corresponding
to the sound he/she hears at the and of two
dictated words.
I. camonant iourdk.
t . Auditofu^ dciCAAjnuuiiconi
hiigmotg.
3. inding contonatU ioundi.
'A. The learner knows the consonant blend or
digraph he/she hears at the beginning of two
dictated words.
5. The learner knows the consonant bland or
digraph he /she hears at the end of two
dictated words.
6. The learner knows the vowels heard in a
dictated word.
7. The laamer knows the long, short, and "r"
controlled vowels.
3. The learner knows alphabetical order.
9. The learner knows how to apply the '/owel
principles properly to a nonsense word.
SET II
Skill Statement
1. The learner can identify the simple endings
that denote tense, number, parson, possession
and comparison.
2. The learner knows the root word in an
inflected form or in a derived form.
3. The learner knows how to identify prefixes
and suffixes in a list of derivatives.
4. Given a list of prefixes and suffixes, the
learner knows the affix to be added to a
given root word to make sense in a sentence.
5. The learner knows the number of syllables
heard in a word by counting the vowel sounds.
6. The learner knows how to alphabetize by the
first letter.
7. Given a list of two syllable nonsense words,
the laamer knows how to divide them into
syllables according to the principles of
syllabication.
a. Given a choice of suffixes, the laamer can ^
select the one which changes the runction or
a word to become a word that shows action.
9. Given a choice of suffixes, the learner
can
select the one which changes the meaning of a
word to become a word which names.
4. Segw.niu/ig cjoiuouoiU digAoptu.
5. Ending contonanC digAophi.
6 . Vowed ioundi .
7. long!hkoAXjx-eonXAoiJLed
\JOweLi.
t, XtpkaMeticjxt oAdex.
9. KppLLcaiion <jowed cvujicxptea
io noiue/ue wondi.
Abbreviated Version
I. dejnoding iyndax.
2. ln{tlecXed/ deAdved lAom
wot. woAd.
3. Auiiaijtea.
4. Poot woAd *
5. SgidahdcaXdon by oowed
iound.
0 . AJLphiabetdze bu ^dut ieXteA.
7. Syidabddotdan o^ nomende
woAdi,
S. 3ui^(jk.xea and iuntax (ue/ibsl.
9. Suiift-txea ind iuntax (/wunal.

